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“How can NLP research contribute to the goal of AGI safety? ” This is the question standing
at the core of my PhD research. Behind this mission are my commitment to Effective Altruism
since my undergraduate in 2019, and my strong passion for building safe natural language
processing (NLP) models that are aligned with human values.
With a forecast of the superintelligent AI approaching in the foreseeable future [5, 20], AGI
safety research is increasingly urgent and important [21]. However, most existing AGI safety
frameworks are based on the reinforcement learning paradigm [1, 11]. In this proposal, I will
highlight NLP, an important but neglected domain in the existing landscape of AGI safety. The
importance of NLP to AGI safety rises with the recent emergence of very large language models
and their impressive capabilities, such as GPT-3 [6], BERT [8] and its variants [7, 18, inter alia],
and also increased adoption of NLP in various systems that are used by billions of users such
as Alexa, Google Search, Google Translate, and Facebook and Twitter recommendations.
Based on the vast progress in NLP, I believe an urgent need for AGI safety emerges, and,
accordingly, I describe my research direction on “NLP alignment” as a subcategory of general AI
alignment. I outline my research on NLP alignment in terms of two subgoals: outer alignment
and inner alignment. The roadmap of my research is summarized in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Roadmap of NLP alignment, including outer alignment (with subdirections of learning moral rules and inferring robust preferences), and inner alignment (with subdirections of
robustness to adversarial inputs, interpretability, and reliability for critical errors).

1 Outer Alignment
I aim to prevent NLP models that only know how to perform a task well but ignore the true
human preferences behind the literal meaning of the task. For example, if an NLP model is
instructed to make the user happy, it should not do things like harming another person to make
the user laugh. There are two subdirections that I am pursuing to address the outer alignment
problem: (1) learning moral rules, and (2) inferring robust preferences of humans.
Learning Moral Rules: Human society uses moral rules and social norms to prevent
people from “over-optimizing” their goals. Similarly, to make sure that the NLP models do
not do harm in order to achieve a given goal, I need to make the models learn humans’ moral
values and social norms [10]. I have an ongoing project with Sydney Levine, a postdoc at
MIT and Harvard whose expertise is in moral judgment and decision-making processes [15,
16, 17]. Combining with my expertise in NLP, we are making an interdisciplinary effort to
make NLP models learn moral rules in a smart and critical way: knowing when to follow and
break certain rules, under various subtle contextual changes [2]. For example, telling a lie is
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generally considered morally wrong, but telling a white lie can be considered acceptable. We
aim to consider the contextual situations, and make the NLP model learn moral decisions with
awareness and reasoning of the context.
Inferring Robust Preferences of Humans: Another important goal in outer alignment
is to learn the real preferences of humans. Instead of following dogmatic rules, humans have a
complicated causality chain behind many decisions, and learning such causality can effectively
help approach AGI alignment. With my lab’s strength in causal inference, I am interested in
making models learn the “causal process” of how humans complete a task. A feasible near-term
goal is to learn the causal graph behind humans’ language generation process. For example,
when a person says a sentence, the words can be a product of the topic, opinion, and intent of the
speaker; all these elements cause the utterance. I aim to model the language generation process
of humans, specifically factoring in important aspects such as the intent of humans behind the
literal words. Such intent can potentially be learned via latent variable causal graphs [23] and
disentanglement, similar to the work I previously surveyed in text style transfer [12].
2 Inner Alignment
Together with outer alignment, I also want to make sure the inner working of NLP models
fits our expectations. In the following, I will elaborate three threads of my research efforts:
(1) testing NLP model robustness via adversarial attack and contrast sets (the robustnessto-adversarial-inputs goal), (2) causally explaining NLP model decisions (the interpretability
goal), and (3) increasing NLP model reliability against critical errors such as social biases and
logical fallacies (the reliability-for-critical-errors goal).
Testing NLP Model Robustness: I want NLP models to be robust against two types of
adversarial attacks: perturbation (where the model should keep its prediction when the input
is slightly paraphrased), and contrast sets (where the model should change its prediction when
the input is changed to imply another output). My efforts in this direction can be seen in my
previous papers which are broadly cited in the field of NLP model robustness, including an
AAAI 2020 paper working on perturbation of BERT and other common NLP models [13], and
an EMNLP 2020 paper working on contrast sets for aspect-based text classification [24].
Causally Explaining NLP Model Decisions: I want to interpret how NLP models make
their decisions. For example, if a text is classified as hate speech, I want to know which features
the model uses to identify this. I plan to build on existing work of causal interpretations of
NLP models [3, 9, 22], as well as causal inference methods to identify latent variables in the
causal graph [23]. Together with the two tools, I have ongoing work to learn the latent variable
causal graph that the model uses to make its prediction.
Increasing NLP Model Reliability against Critical Errors: There are two types of
critical errors that I want to eliminate from NLP models. The first one is social biases such
as gender and racial biases. Based on an NLP dataset with annotations of these demographics
[4], I have a near-term project to use causal discovery methods to check whether the model
leverages these unwanted biases for its prediction. This method will be extensible to a broad
range of tests to expose the unwanted spurious correlations that the model picks up [19].
The second critical error that I want to eliminate from models is logical fallacies. When
testing with GPT-3, I found it easy to generate text to persuade people by logically fallacious
arguments such as false analogy, and using correlation to imply causation. It is a very dangerous
tendency to generate logically fallacious text for persuasion or propaganda purposes. To tackle
this, I have done a preliminary study on logical fallacy detection for NLP models [14], where
I contribute the first dataset of logical fallacies in NLP, and identify the urgent needs to push
the next generation of NLP models to be logically reliable.
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Conclusion
This effort towards NLP alignment is a challenging, long-term pursuit that requires tremendous effort. I am very dedicated to integrating this pursuit into my life-long career path in
academic research, and continue to explore this topic in both breadth and depth.
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